Passive items (last month)

- Established Goals
  - Campus Positivity - Make Mines a place that students are sad to leave when they graduate. Talk to faculty about the importance of student well being and try to find ways to get more students involved in campus spirit
  - Club Sports Access to Volk
  - Live Daily Blast Feed - Have the Daily Blast on a live feed in the Student Center or on other TVs across campus. That way, people who don’t read the blast can still see things that are happening around campus.

- Organized What’s Your Beef Event
  - Monday, November 27th through Friday, December 1st
  - Juniors will have a week to post a non-anonymous What’s Your Beef Post
  - Posts are encouraged to be well thought out, so no posting will be done while tabling

Present items

- Held What’s Your Beef Event
  - Occurred the first week of December
  - Many Daily Blast and Facebook posts sent out for publicity
  - Also tabled the first three days of the week
  - Met and established the five winners
    - Jack Harvey, Adam Kinard, Courtney Hately, Luan Clift, Amelia Atiles
  - Winning ideas were adding a dust mop to the gym in the SRC since the floor gets dirty and dangerously slippery, giving Petro majors more free printing since they are forced to print many reports weekly, adding a trashcan to Mines Market, improving the computer lab availability by setting up an app that allows students to see when each labs are full, and also improving counseling services at Mines since many students feel there are not enough resources
  - Emailed winners to pick up their gift cards at SAIL

- Helped Amy by tabling for the Teacher and Staff Appreciation Week
- Decorated the office door for the month of November
- Took charge of a 3QR and focused on Campus Climate
**Action items (next month)**

- Start working through the winning ideas from the What’s Your Beef Event.
  - Reply how USG can help and or offer feedback on how the students could begin working on their ideas themselves (i.e. petro printing)
  - Think about taking on one of the ideas as a Junior Project
- Go through the results from the 3QR survey and figure out the student body feels about the campus climate so as to better understand how to fix the problem
- Begin focusing solely on campus positivity
  - Possibly put together a committee
  - Develop a presentation for PCJ/ Faculty Senate
  - Spirit Days
  - Round Table Discussions with Students

**Questions, concerns, announcements**

- If you would like to be a part of a committee that focuses on improving campus climate please contact me
- If you have any ideas that can help us fix this issue also please contact me

**Monthly summary**

These two months focused mainly on our What’s Your Beef Event. The month of November was geared mainly towards planning. Rules, dates, were established and gift cards were bought. The event took place during the first week of the month of December. The Juniors tabled the Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday of that week, and Daily Blasts and Facebook posts were posted to spread publicity. The students had a week to submit to What’s Your Beef and the juniors worked together the following weekend to decide which posts were the winners. We picked a total of five winners: Liam Clift, Adam Kinard, Jack Harvey, Courtney Hately, and Amelia Atielles. The winning ideas were adding a dust mop to the gym in the SRC, adding a trashcan to Mines Market, adding an app to see when campus computer labs are full, giving the petro majors more free prints, and improving the counseling services throughout campus. The winners were emailed out, and next month the Juniors will reply to all the posts and explain what we can do or help the students figure out what they can do to help themselves.

We also took charge of a 3QR and focused the questions on campus climate to determine the best way to go about fixing this issue for the students sake. Next month we will go through the responses and begin working solely on campus positivity. We are thinking about putting together a committee, but we will definitely be giving a presentation to faculty or PCJ and hope to hold some round table discussions where students and faculty can gather to talk about the
issue and gain perspective. All in all, the junior class had a productive two months and we plan on being even more productive next semester.
People in contact with

Jennifer Mazzotta: mazzotta@mines.edu
Rebecca Flintoft: rflintof@mines.edu
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